Effect of dosage strategy on Al-humic flocs growth and re-growth
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ABSTRACT

The ability of flocs growth has a significant effect on the efficiency of solid/liquid separation during coagulation process. The growth and re-growth of flocs by one time or continuous dosage were explored at neutral pH, including one time and continuous additional dosage strategy after flocs breakage. The size of flocs formed by continuous dosage before breakage was much larger than the one formed by one time dosage. There was significant irreversibility of floc breakage when no additional coagulant was added. For the one with one time initial dosage strategy, the size of re-grown flocs by one time additional dosage was nearly the same as that before breakage. The re-grown flocs formed by continuous additional dosage were a little smaller than that formed by one time additional dosage. It definitely showed that the growth or connection of floc was probably not determined by the floc size distribution and fractal dimension, but by the surface activity of flocs. Additional dosage could improve floc re-grown ability because the surface activity of broken flocs was repaired by adding new alum.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In water treatment, coagulation is an essential process for the removal of particulate and/or natural organic matter (NOM). Aluminum salt is commonly used as the flocculant to coagulate small particles into larger flocs that can be effectively removed in the subsequent separation process of sedimentation and/or filtration. The properties of flocs, such as size, structure and strength, have a significant effect on the efficiency of solid/liquid separation process [1]. During flocculation, the flocc structure changes continually because the flocs internal bonds break under shear and re-form at more favorable points where the attractive force is greater or the repulsive force is smaller. When the balance between the rate of aggregation and the rate of breakage for a given shear condition is reached, flocs formation process completes and the size of flocs reaches a steady plateau [2]. Therefore, flocs breakage and recovery should also be taken into consideration for overall process optimization and have been the subject of in-depth research in recent years [3,4].

Some works [5,6] on flocs formed with NOM showed that it was difficult for the broken NOM flocs return to their size before breakage. NOM flocs re-growth after exposure to high shear was found to be limited for waters coagulated with alum, ferric sulfate and polyDADMAC [4]. Yukselen and Gregory [7,8] also found that only limited re-growth of kaolin flocs occurred indicating a significant irreversibility of the floc break-up process. Li et al. [9] also showed that broken kaolin flocs were difficult to re-grow when alum was used. Normally, sweep coagulation is the dominant mechanism at optimal dosage of alum, and it is difficult for broken flocs to fully re-grow to their initial size before breakage. Our previous research [10] indicated that there was significant irreversibility of floc breakage when no additional coagulant was added. When a small additional dosage of alum was added to the suspension during floc breakage, the size of re-grown flocs was a little higher than that before breakage according the floc monitoring results of flocculation index. The average size of flocs formed in two-stage addition mode roughly reached one half larger than that in one-stage addition mode [11]. Therefore, the freshly formed precipitate can improve the size of floc, and continuous precipitate of coagulant by continuous dosage may change the growth and re-growth of flocs.

This work aimed to evaluate the grown and re-grown ability of flocs with different initial and additional coagulant dosage strategy to explore the floc formation mechanism using alum. Floc characteristics, including size and fractal dimension before and after breakage were investigated. Comparing with chemical coagulation, continuous electrocoagulation had higher removal of red dye in wastewater [12]. Therefore, comparison has been done between one time and continuous dosage on the performance of flocs growth and re-growth. An improved understanding of this process should be an important addition to knowledge in the field of NOM coagulation and removal.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Stock suspension and solution

Five grams of humic acid, sodium salt (HA, Aldrich, Cat: H1, 675-2), was dissolved in deionized (DI) water, with pH adjusted...
to 7, and mixed by a magnetic stirrer for 24 h. The solution was diluted to 500 mL in a measuring flask and was stored in dark. Alum ($\text{Al}_2\left(\text{SO}_4\right)_3 \cdot 18\text{H}_2\text{O}$, analytical reagent) was used as coagulant. Stock alum solutions were prepared at a concentration of 0.1 M in DI water (0.2 M Al).

2.2. Jar test

For the flocculation tests, the stock humic acid was diluted in DI water (1000 mL), with 5 mM NaHCO$_3$, giving test solution with a HA concentration of 10 mg/L. During the jar test, the pH of final solution was maintained at 7.0 by prior addition of a predetermined amount of 0.1 M HCl or NaOH. Initial dosage of 0.2 mM was used here since the zeta potential was near 0 mV [10]. The temperature was maintained at 25 ± 1°C.

The model water was stirred at 50 rpm for 60 s and then a certain dosage of alum (0.2 mM for one time or continuous dosage for 20 min) was added, with a simultaneous increase of stirring speed to 200 rpm. The equipment used was a Floculator ZR-4/2 (Shenzhen Zhongrun, China), which enables mixing speeds and times to be preset. For initial one time strategy, the rapid mix speed of 200 rpm was maintained for 1 min, and then reduced to 50 rpm for 15 min to allow floc growth to occur. Whereafter, the speed was then increased to 200 rpm for 1 min to break the flocs, and then back to 50 rpm for 10 min for the flocs to re-grow. At the end of broken stage, none or additional alum (0.03 mM) was added by one time or continuous strategy (0.01 mM/min).

2.3. Floc structural analysis

A laser diffraction instrument (Malvern Mastersizer 2000, Malvern, UK) was used to measure dynamic floc size as the coagulation and flocculation process proceeded, which was used by many researchers [4,13]. The suspension was monitored by drawing water through the optical unit of the Mastersizer and back into the jar by a peristaltic pump on the return tube with 5 mm internal diameter peristaltic pump tubing. The inflow and outflow tubes were positioned opposite one another at a depth just above the paddle in the holding ports. Size measurements were taken every half a minute for the duration of the jar test and logged onto a PC.

Mass fractals may be summarized by the relationship between their mass $M$, a characteristic measure of size $L$, and the mass fractal dimension $D_f$:

$$M \propto L^{D_f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

During small-angle light scattering, a light beam is passed through a sample. The particles in the sample scatter light proportionally to their size and at a constant angle independent of which part of the particle is hit by the beam. Small particles scatter light at high angles, while large particles scatter at lower angles. The Malvern Mastersizer has an array of photosensitive detectors at different angles between 0.01° and 40.6° that detect the light scattered by the sample. The determination of fractal dimension by use of SALTS has been well illustrated [14–16], so only a brief overview is given below.

The total scattered light intensity $I$ is a function of the scattering vector $Q$, where $Q$ is the difference between the incident and scattered wave vectors of the radiation beam in the medium [14], which is given by Eq. (2).

$$Q = \frac{4\pi n \sin(\delta/2)}{\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $n$ is the refractive index of the suspending medium, $\delta$ is the scattering angle, and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the radiation in a vacuum. For independently scattering aggregates, $I$ is related to $Q$ and the fractal dimension by $D_f$ (3):

$$I \propto Q^{D_f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

A confirmation of the power relationship by Spicer et al. [13] is to plot $I$ against $Q$ on a log-log scale. A power law relationship exists if this yields a straight line, the slope of which is used to give $D_f$. The relationship only holds when the length of investigation is much larger than the primary particles and much smaller than the floc aggregates.

3. Results

3.1. Growth and re-grown ability of flocs by different dosage strategy

The variation of floc size ($d_{50}$) with time during formation, breakage and re-growth of flocs coagulated with one time and continuous dosage strategy is shown in Fig. 1. These all show the $d_{50}$ reaching a certain limiting or plateau value after a certain time by the initial dosage phase. This represents the steady state of flocs size, which depends on the floc strength and the effective shear rate in the stirred vessel. A rapid rise of $d_{50}$ occurs soon after the end of the rapid mix phase, and the $d_{50}$ reaches the plateau value after a few minutes. When the stirring speed is increased again, there is a rapid reduction in $d_{50}$, because of flocs breakage, and lowest recovery when the slow stirring speed is restored if there is
no additional dosage of alum. Additional dosage of alum can significantly improve the re-grown ability of broken flocs whether by one time dosage or continuous dosage. From Fig. 1a, the improvement by one time additional dosage was higher than that by continuous additional dosage, and the size of re-grown flocs was nearly the same that before breakage.

While for continuous dosage of alum in the initial phase, there was long lag phase as there was no flocs due to low negative charge. During the lag phase, the aggregates were not yet large enough to give a measurable increase in $d_{50}$ value. Noted that the plateau $d_{50}$ value for continuous coagulant dosage strategy in Fig. 1b was significantly higher than that in Fig. 1a, where the total dosage of alum was the same and the zeta potential of flocs was also the same before flocs breakage. Also additional dosage of alum could significantly improve the re-grown ability of broken flocs whether by one time additional dosage or continuous additional dosage, although the size of re-grown flocs was smaller than that before breakage. Also the re-grown ability of broken flocs improved by one time additional dosage was higher than that by continuous additional dosage.

The different dosage strategy before and after breakage caused different grown and re-grown ability of flocs might be resulted from different surface characteristic of flocs. Before breakage, the surface of flocs was more active and continuous initial dosage of alum improved the surface activity better, while after breakage the surface of broken flocs was inactive, and continuous additional dosage only a little improved the activity of broken flocs. In contrast, one time additional dosage after breakage dramatically improved the surface characteristic of most of broken flocs, and then these flocs are reactive and can aggregate with other flocs, leading to higher re-grown ability.

3.2. Effect of additional dosage strategy on flocs size distribution (FSD)

Analysis of FSD from Fig. 1a showed a left shift of the major peak after breakage, undergoing more than half the original value (Fig. 2). There was also a considerable increase in the smaller peak at floc sizes between 10 and 40 µm. After the re-growth phase, this smaller peak reduced with a commensurate shift to the major peak. As shown in Fig. 2a, if there was no additional dosage of alum, the broken flocs were still smaller than that before breakage.

If there was one time additional dosage of alum added at the end of breakage phase, flocs FSD was much different. As shown in Fig. 2b, the frequency of flocs after breakage and one time additional dosage of alum, larger than 200 µm, were significantly higher than that after breakage without additional dosage of alum (Fig. 2a). After re-growth for 15 min, the FSD data showed that the average size of re-grown flocs was nearly the same as the flocs before breakage. For continuous additional dosage of alum after breakage, floc FSD was found a little different from the one of no additional dosage. The frequency of flocs that was larger than 200 µm by continuous additional dosage of alum was a little higher than that of flocs without additional dosage. Also after re-growth phase, the peak of FSD shifted to the right with bigger size of flocs comparing with the one without additional dosage, though the FSD was a little smaller than the one before breakage.

3.3. FSD with same $d_{50}$ value before breakage and after re-growth

In order to investigate the coagulation process in more detail, the size distribution of flocs before and after breakage with same $d_{50}$ value but different additional dosage strategy were investigated. Flocs samples of before breakage and after re-growth with different additional dosage modes (none, one time, continuous) were taken at the point where the size of flocs had reached 200 µm. The size distributions of flocs with the same $d_{50}$ value before breakage and those after re-growth are shown in Fig. 3. The FSD at an equivalent stage ($d_{50}$) in flocs growth showed almost no difference between before breakage and after re-growth for the three additional dosage modes. However, it was clear from Fig. 1b that the flocs sizes before breakage was larger than that after re-growth
Regardless additional dosage strategy used. The results indicated FSD could not be changed by different additional dosage strategy. The reason for the different plateau d_{50} values before breakage and after re-growth should be the different surface activity of flocs, in dependent of the FSD.

Amirtharajah and Mills [17] suggested a fast destabilization process (less than 1 s) after alum dosage, so it was unlikely that the slow flocculation process would give any change in the degree of destabilization. Close examination of Fig. 1 showed that, for long time continuous dosage of alum, the d_{50} value approached high limiting value, which was significantly higher than that with one time dosage (50% higher). A limiting flocs size by one time dosage compared with continuous dosage implied that some flocs breakage in coagulation/flocculation process led to low plateau flocs size. In contrast, the surface of breakage flocs could be persistently activated by continuous dosage.

3.4. Fractal dimension of flocs

Curves were plotted for the coagulating suspensions as they were growing, broken, and subsequently re-growing. This demonstrated how the degree of flocs compaction changed with different shearing patterns for the small flocs. There was a considerable difference in NOM flocs fractal dimension for the different dosage strategy of coagulants (Fig. 4). Prior to breakage, one time initial dosage of flocs had the lower D_{f} though it increased from 2.52 to 2.60 when coagulated from 5 min to 15 min, while flocs by continuous initial dosage appeared to have a higher degree of compaction with a D_{f} increased from 2.60 to 2.67. On exposure to high shear, the D_{f} value was seen to increase dramatically for both coagulant dosage strategy.

Once the original shear had been returned, flocs compaction was seen to decrease for both of the flocs with one time or continuous initial dosage. The additional dosage of alum could not improve the fractal dimension of re-grown flocs, and there was no significant difference between the one time and continuous additional dosage. So the fractal dimension of flocs should not be the factor influencing the grown and re-grown ability of flocs.

4. Discussion

The size of flocs is of significance for the flocs separation and purification, so the connection of flocs between micro-flocs should be researched. As researched by our previous paper [10], the additional dosage of alum can improve the size of flocs whether the flocs is broken or not. Also the result was supported in this paper. Continuous initial dosage of alum before breakage could significantly improve the size of flocs, which was half larger than the one formed with one time initial dosage. As shown in Fig. 4, the fractal dimension of flocs formed by continuous initial dosage was higher than that formed by one time initial dosage, while the size of flocs was larger by continuous dosage. Therefore, the fractal dimension may be not the factor influence the growth of flocs. From Fig. 3, the FSD of flocs before and after breakage with same
\( d_{50} \) was nearly the same, while the grown and re-grown ability were significantly different. Surface activity was brought forward in our previous papers [10,18], and here we put forward “active point”. A schematic diagram is shown to explain the variation of flocs activity in flocs formation, breakage process (Fig. 5). Small active particle is formed after alum is added into the humic acid synthetic water. If added by one time dosage, less active cluster is formed as the cluster would also break in aggregation process, and the size of flocs reaches a plateau value after a few minutes. While if added by continuous dosage, formed cluster kept active as continuous active particles cover the cluster. Theses clusters with more active points are more prone to form larger flocs. Therefore, the number of active points determines the growth ability of flocs, which is less by one time dosage than that by continuous dosage. Thus, the size of flocs formed by continuous dosage of alum is larger than that of flocs formed by one time dosage.

Kobayashi et al. [19] considered that, the number of cluster–cluster bond(s) and the magnitude of cohesive force dominated the breakage of a floc. The large flocs will then be broken at the points corresponding to cluster–cluster bonds, depending on the relative magnitude of the cohesive force and the applied shear force. After flocs breakage, there was little active point on the surface of broken flocs, and re-grown ability of broken flocs was low if no additional dosage of alum was added. Additional dosage of alum at the point after flocs breakage improves re-grown ability of broken flocs because the inactive point is repaired by the new precipitate and the repaired flocs became more active to flocculate.

4. The re-grown ability of broken flocs was improved by one time or continuous additional dosage because the surface activity of broken flocs was repaired by adding new alum.
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